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Standard k-1-2 and preschool screening
Fall and Spring testing

How easy is it to present a clear concept?
Concepts: direction, quantifying and tools for thinking and problem solving

- On top of
- At the bottom
Pair  Pair  Pair

Match  Equal  Alike  As many
Which one is different?

Which are the same?

The first duck is next to which animal?

Which animal is farthest away from you?
Which color puppy is **between** the two brown puppies?

What size puppy is **behind** the **first** puppy?
What color is the last puppy?

Which photo has the fewest, most, and/or least puppies?
Thread through eye of needle

Large

Small

Medium

River through the valley.
Abstract Concepts

• Never
• Always
• Every
• Other
• Before in reference to time not location
• After in reference to time not location
• Begin/start/finish/end (time)
• Different/same
• Match
Quantifying Concepts

• Part
• Some
• Few
• Half
• Whole

• Fewest
• As many
• Least
• Most
• Equal
• Widest
Concepts of location

- Top
- Center
- Side
- Right/left
- Corner
- End
- Farthest
- Above
- Separated
- First/Second/Third
- Behind
- Skip
- First/last
- Next
- Bottom
- Begin
- Over
- Between
- Below
- Forward/Backward
- Row
- Front
- Through